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Spring is an exciting time in the undergraduate research community: students are wrapping up 

projects, mentors are helping their mentees find meaning and knowledge in the data, findings are 

being presented at local and national conferences. Here at Elon University, students recently 

returned from presenting at NCUR, and many are preparing to present posters or full presentations 

at our annual Student Undergraduate Research Forum (SURF) Day on April 24. It is into this fruitful 

atmosphere that we are proud to launch the second issue of Perspectives on Undergraduate 

Research and Mentoring (PURM). 

PURM 1.2 continues to build the identity started in 1.1 and introduces an exciting new journal 

feature, the Undergraduate Research Program Spotlight. We highlight Grinnell College and its 

Mentored Advanced Project (MAP) system through the voices of administrators, faculty, and 

students. Our thanks to those at Grinnell for their engagement and honesty in this first Program 

Spotlight, and for sharing their program perspectives with us. 

In this issue, you will find Dialogues composed by mentors and mentees that explore diverse 

topics in undergraduate research: 

 David Dunbar and his colleagues and students at Cabrini College discuss their successful 

peer mentoring system in a year-long phage genomics class, complete with extensive 

commentary from the students on their experiences mentoring and being mentored. 

 Julie Dyke Ford and Jessica Behles of New Mexico Tech present a case study of one 

student’s (Behles) senior thesis project in technical communication and her interactions with 

her mentor (Ford) in a unique and informative Dialogue. 

 Susan Wolfgram and her Human Studies and Family Development students at University of 

Wisconsin-Stout share their empowering stories of conducting research and building 

confidence through an undergraduate research-focused, upper-level course. 

This issue also contains a thoughtful Research Article by Jeanne Mekolichick and Jessica 

Bellamy and an interesting Book Review. Mekolichick and Bellamy explore how undergraduates at 

their institution perceive mentoring and conference presentations, a study they undertake through 

the lenses of generational status and sex. Extending their study nationally or internationally could 

provide a wealth of knowledge about student perceptions of undergraduate research. In our Book 

Review, Krishna Bista reviews David Lopatto’s Science in Solution: The Impact of Undergraduate 

Research on Student Learning, a book cited by many of our authors in this issue.  

We hope you will find this issue as inspiring and rewarding as we do. And if you do, please think 

about ways you can contribute to growing the PURM community. Have an article in mind? PURM 

accepts article submissions on a rolling basis. Check out our exciting new CFP for an issue exploring 

Undergraduate Research in the Arts and Humanities, and share it widely with people on your campus 

and in your discipline. Have something to say about UR but not interested in long form writing? Take 
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a look at our new CFB (Call for Bloggers) and contribute monthly to our Current Questions blog. As 

always, we are looking for faculty-student pairs to join the editorial board as reviewers, as well.  

Thank you for being a part of the PURM community. We hope you’ll stay, leave some comments, 

and come back soon. 

 

Sincerely, 

Mathew Gendle, Editor-in-Chief 

Rebecca Pope-Ruark, Managing Editor 
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